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Abstract: Bone cancer detection is an essential region of medical analysis but developments in 

medical imaging and artificial intelligence (AI) are vital. Using approaches, namely deep learning (DL) 

and machine learning (ML), radiologists and medical staff can examine X-ray, CT, and MRI scans to 

identify bone cancer and abnormalities. These technologies support earlier diagnosis, correct diagnosis, 

and treatment planning, enhancing patient solutions. The combination of AI-driven image analysis and 

the knowledge of medical practitioners improves the speed and precision of bone cancer detection, 

contributing to more effectual clinical activities. DL algorithms, particularly CNNs, are exposed to 

great performance in image classification tasks and are extremely utilized for medical image analysis. 

We offer a Hybrid Rice Optimization Algorithm with DL-Assisted Bone Cancer Detection (HROADL-

BCD) technique on medical X-ray images. The major intention of the HROADL-BCD method is to 

examine the X-ray images for the recognition of bone cancer. In the presented HROADL-BCD method, 

a bilateral filtering (BF) process was performed to remove the noise. To derive feature vectors, the 

HROADL-BCD technique applied the EfficientNet model. The HROADL-BCD technique involved 

the HROA for hyperparameter tuning of the EfficientNet model. Last, the bone cancer detection and 

classification process were executed by the attention-based bidirectional long short-term memory 
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(ABiLSTM) approach. A wide range of simulations could be applied for the simulation result analysis 

of the HROADL-BCD algorithm. The extensive outcome of the HROADL-BCD approach inferred 

the superior outcome of 97.62% outcome concerning various aspects. 

Keywords: medical imaging; bone cancer; computer-aided diagnosis; Rice Optimization Algorithm; 

deep learning 

Mathematics Subject Classification: 94A60, 11T71, 68P25 

 

1. Introduction 

Bone cancer arises from strong cells and then initiates cancer. The initial sign of bone tumor is 

bone cancer. The cancer develops steadily and can extend to different body parts [1]. It can ruin the 

bone tissues and then make the bone fragile. According to the data, 3,500 persons in the USA were 

afflicted with bone cancer in 2018. Approximately 47 percent of people with bone cancer perish. 

Through many tests, the surgeon analyzes the tumors. The X-ray radiograph analysis is utilized to 

identify tumors in the bones of humanoids. The strong bone and the tumorous bone X-ray integration 

rates are dissimilar [2]. Because of that, a tumorous bone image surface seems shabby. The bone cancer 

harshness is dignified by a phase and the status. Tumor progress level is employed by physicians to 

forecast the illness progress ratio [3]. Analyzing tumors in the bone needs proficiency. A physician 

does bone cancer analyses physically; therefore, it is time-consuming, and there is a chance of a 

mistake. 

Initial recognition appears to be the mere factor that enhances the likelihood of being tumor-

infected victims [4]. The analysis of bone cancer is established through 3 features: Histopathologic 

aspect, imaging, and symptomatology. Unluckily, the signs are nonspecific, and they deliver slight 

information to direct the analysis to two major types of bone tumors, mainly in the initial phases of the 

illness [5]. The histopathologic analysis is the crucial component, which offers the utmost precise 

analysis and begins the therapeutic method. Assuming its aggressive nature, this analysis characterizes 

the concluding phase of the analytical procedure. For the highest precision, imaging information is 

essential to define the utmost suitable region for harvesting [6]. Because of the modern key technical 

improvements, imaging examinations have grown increasingly successful. 

ML and AI have made rapid progress in recent times [7]. The utilization of AI and ML techniques 

has significantly contributed to the advancement in medical domains such as image interpretation, 

image registration, Image-guided therapy, medical image processing, image fusion, and image 

segmentation. These methods have been proven to extract and represent information from medical 

images in a highly effective and efficient manner. AI and ML enable and support medics so that they 

can analyze and forecast precise and earlier threats of illnesses and stop them [8]. These methods 

improve the capabilities of medics and scientists to recognize how to examine the common differences 

that will give rise to the illness. Though automatic recognition of illnesses depends on conservative 

approaches in therapeutic imaging and has been exposed to important precisions for years, novel 

improvements in ML methods have exploded in the DL [9]. DL-dependent procedures exhibit 

encouraging presentation in various fields such as drug detection, lips reading, computer-aided analysis, 

text identification, speech identification, lip reading, computer-aided analysis, and face identification 

[10]. 
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We offer a Hybrid Rice Optimization Algorithm with DL-Assisted Bone Cancer Detection 

(HROADL-BCD) technique on medical X-ray images. In the presented HROADL-BCD technique, a 

bilateral filtering (BF) process is performed to remove the noise. To derive feature vectors, the 

HROADL-BCD technique applies the EfficientNet model. The HROADL-BCD technique involves 

the HROA for hyperparameter tuning of the EfficientNet model. Last, the bone cancer detection and 

classification process were applied by an attention-based bidirectional long short-term memory 

(ABiLSTM) system. For simulation result analysis of the HROADL-BCD algorithm, a wide range of 

simulations can be executed. 

2. Literature review 

Rehman et al. [11] designed for a tool for diagnosing osteoarthritis. The recent DL-based CNN 

and numerous ML-based algorithms have been implemented for evaluation. A new TL-based feature 

engineering method CRK (CNN, RF, and KNN) was developed. By employing a 2D-CNN, the CRK 

rapidly removes the spatial features that could be transferred to the RF and KNN methods, producing 

probabilistic feature sets. In [12], the Seg-Unet framework with patched and global-based techniques 

is introduced. This technique includes higher-risk area segmentation, cancer segmentation, and 

classification subdivisions for learning collective advantages between the local textures at all pixels 

and the global context of the whole image. The patch-based algorithm increases effectiveness in 

malignant tumor identification. 

Bharodiya and Gonsai [13] projected an intelligent assistive method named BTDBB. This 

developed method takes human arm X-ray images, improves to split images into various sections 

depending on crop image to maintain only ROI, transforms into grayscale, performs Gaussian filtering 

(GF) for eliminating noise and segmentation, identification of ROI employing binary blob pattern 

analyses, diagnosing bone cancer, threshold, and determination of cancer size. Xu et al. [14] introduced 

a novel necrosis rate identification technique utilizing time series X-ray images. This presented 

technique employs a GAN with LSTM for producing time series X-ray images. An image-to-image 

transferred network was implemented to generate the major images for more data extension. This data 

augmentation has been referred to as a training set of 3D-CNN classification techniques.  

Wani and Arora [15] projected a CNN-based technique. The TL of DL-based CNNs such as 

VggNet19, AlexNet, ResNet, and VggNet16 could be employed for categorizing the X-ray images. 

Our major aims are: To introduce a database of 381 knee x-rays pathologically confirmed by the T-

scores acquired in the Quantitative Ultrasound technique, and to develop a DL algorithm employing 

TL for classification. Singh et al. [16] suggested an innovative method for diagnosing bone cancer that 

depends on classification and feature extraction employing the DL approach. After preprocessing, the 

features are removed by exploiting ROI extraction and Convolution HOG gradients (CHOG) technique. 

To classify the correct spotting and grading of the bone tissue as abnormal and normal, the presented 

model utilized the extreme Convolutional DL machine (ECDLM) approach. 

In [17], a multi-feature aggregation block called a combined gate was presented. This developed 

combined gate is to make a regenerated feature, which includes both higher-level and lower-level data. 

Therefore, the regenerated feature was integrated with the smaller scare feature cued with a local 

feature fusion algorithm, attaining multi-scare feature aggregation. Moreover, an innovative X-ray 

image database has been developed for segmenting bone cancers. Gül et al. [18] implemented an 

innovative DL-based technique for automatically detecting pes planus through X-ray images. A novel 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/classification-models
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pes planus database was employed. Followed by preprocessing, the images are provided to the pre-

training MobileNetV2, and features are removed in the Logits layer. 

3. The proposed model 

In this manuscript, an automated bone cancer detection method known as the HROADL-BCD 

technique on X-ray images is presented. The major intention of the HROADL-BCD technique is to 

inspect the X-ray images for the recognition of bone cancer. In the proposed HROADL-BCD method, 

dissimilar phases of operations are BF-based noise removal, EfficientNet feature extraction, 

ABiLSTM-based classification, and HROA-based hyperparameter tuning. Figure 1 depicts the 

working process of the HROADL-BCD method. 

 

Figure 1. Overall procedure of the HROADL-BCD approach. 

3.1. Image preprocessing 

The BF approach is used to eliminate the noise in the X-ray images. In X-ray imaging, noise, 

including speckle and Gaussian noise, poses a crucial threat, complicating critical anatomical details 

and hindering precise diagnosis. Hence, the BF model is significant in mitigating these problems, 

selectively mitigating noise while safeguarding needful image features and sharp transitions. BF is a 
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great image processing system to efficiently improve and denoise images by maintaining boundaries 

and fine parts [19]. It accomplishes this by assuming either spatial proximity pixel intensity or color 

similarity once executing a weighted average filtering to adjacent pixels. This method permits BF for 

smoothing areas with the same preserving sharp transitions, making it a useful tool in distinct image 

processing applications comprising tone mapping, edge-preserving smoothing, and image denoising, 

but preserving image fidelity and infrastructure is essential for high-quality performances. 

3.2. Feature extraction 

To generate features, the EfficientNet model is applied. EfficientNet is a ground-breaking family 

of CNN designs, which has caused a major control on the domain of computer vision (CV) [20]. 

Established by Google's researchers, EfficientNet is known for accomplishing an impressive balance 

between computational performance and accuracy, making it extremely sought-after for extracting 

features in distinct image processing and CV tasks. At the center, EfficientNet establishes a new 

method for scaling the model design, suggested as compound scaling. This method entails scaling the 

width, resolution, and depth of NN. As a result, EfficientNet optimizes its solution, making sure that 

as the model dimension enhances, its capability to capture intricate designs and representations is also 

enhanced. This outcome in methods could not only be extremely effectual but also remarkably correct, 

making it ideal for extracting features from the application ranges. The compound scaling in 

EfficientNet is directed by a scaling coefficient, signified as "phi" (ϕ), which handles the model's 

dimensional and capacity. As ϕ enhances, the model becomes greater and more important. Figure 2 

portrays the infrastructure of EfficientNet. 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of EfficientNet. 
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The EfficientNet base structure, called EfficientNetB0, was planned with a certain balance of 

depth, width (i.e., the count of channels from all the layers), and image resolution. It further involves 

the MobileNetV2 structure that is recognized for its lightweight design, creating it an effective optimal 

for computation. EfficientNet establishes scaling factors for depth, width, and resolution, expressed as 

𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾, correspondingly. These factors define that several dimensions of networks can be scaled 

once 𝜙  is enhanced. This scaling approach makes sure that higher methods preserve similar 

comparative proportions as their lesser counterparts, maintaining structural integrity. EfficientNet 

provides a range of model variations, implied as B0-B7, with a distinct ϕ value. The B0 difference is 

the minimum and more computationally effective, but B7 is the maximum and most important. This 

scalability permits practitioners to select the model differently to be suited for its computational 

resources and performance requirements. Lesser variants are ideal for utilization in resource-

constrained environments, but higher variants offer existing solutions for an extensive array of image 

detection tasks. 

3.3. Hyperparameter tuning 

In this work, the HROA was executed for the hyperparameter selection of the EfficientNet model. 

Ye et al. proposed that HRO is a state-of-the-art metaheuristic approach stimulated by the advantages 

of heterosis, which offers robust global search capabilities and superior search efficiency [21]. Based 

on their fitness values, HRO splits the population into three lines. Consider 𝑋 = (𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑛) as 

the population is arranged by fitness value, but the population size is represented as 𝑛. The initial sub-

population defined by  𝑋1,  𝑋2, … ,  𝑋𝑝(𝑝 = ⌊𝑛/3⌋)  possesses the best fitness, and constitutes a 

maintainer line. The second sub-population denoting the poor fitness value from the population is 

known as the sterile line and it is indicated as 𝑋2𝑝+1,  𝑋2𝑝+2, … ,  𝑋𝑛, which needs hybridization with 

the maintainer line to better their fitness quality. The restorer line is the residual sub-population, 

represented by 𝑋𝑝+1,  𝑋𝑝+2, … ,  𝑋2𝑝. Through the selfing process, it evolves into the maintainer line. 

In the following section, the basic principles of HRO are further discussed. 

The hybridization procedure includes crossing the maintainer and sterile lines that possess major 

differences in their fitness values. By replacing original individuals with new hybrid individuals, the 

sterile line can be updated if it shows better fitness. Using Eq. (1), the newly generated individuals 

within the sterile line can be attained: 

{
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)

𝑑 (𝑡) = 𝑟1 ⋅ 𝑋𝑠
𝑑(𝑡) + (𝑙 − 𝑟1) ⋅ 𝑋𝑚

𝑑 (𝑡)

𝑚 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑝}; 𝑖, 𝑠 ∈ {2𝑝 + 1,2𝑝 + 2, 𝑛}
                                   (1) 

where𝑋𝑠
𝑑(𝑡)  and  𝑋𝑚

𝑑 (𝑡)  are the 𝑑𝑡ℎ  genes of random individuals chosen from the sterile and 

maintainer lines. 𝑟1  is a random integer within the interval of [0,1]. 𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)
𝑑 (𝑡)  refers to the 𝑑𝑡ℎ 

gene of 𝑖𝑡ℎ hybrid individuals of the sterile line at 𝑡𝑡ℎ iterations.  

Selfing 

This process is used for updating the restorer line, to steer the individuals toward the best global 

solution. Such behaviors are mathematically modeled as follows: 
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{
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)

𝑑 (𝑡) = 𝑟2 (𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑑 (𝑡) − 𝑋𝑟(𝑗)

𝑑 (𝑡)) + 𝑋𝑟(𝑖)
𝑑 (𝑡),

𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {𝑝 + 1, 𝑝 + 2, . . ,2𝑝}, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖,
                          (2) 

In Eq (2), (𝑗 ≠ 𝑖), a new gene generated by selfing between 𝑖𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑡ℎ restorer is  𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)
𝑑 (𝑡). 

𝑋𝑟(𝑗)
𝑑 (𝑡) signifies the 𝑑𝑡ℎ gene of the restorer selected arbitrarily in the restorer line and 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

𝑑 (𝑡) 

denotes the 𝑑𝑡ℎ  gene of the best individual obtained. The parameter 𝑟2  is a randomly generated 

number from [0,1]. 

The original candidate solution was evaluated and compared after the generation of the newest 

individual through hybridization and selfing. As defined in Eq (3), the substitution process is used to 

replace the old individuals with newer ones as long as the fitness values of a new individual exceed 

the old one. 

𝑋𝑖(𝑡 + 1) = {
𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)(𝑡),    𝑖𝑓𝑓 (𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑖)(𝑡)) > 𝑓(𝑋𝑖(𝑡)),

 𝑋𝑖(𝑡),        𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
                     (3) 

The selfing procedure in HRO includes tracking the iteration number while the restorer cannot 

endure upgrades utilizing self‐crossing parameters (SC). When the restorer’s SC obtains the upper 

boundary, represented as 𝑡 max  iteration without upgrades, then the reset operation can be 

implemented for that individual. The mathematical modeling of a reset behavior is given below:  

𝑋𝑟(𝑖)
𝑑 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑟3(𝑉 max 

𝑑 − 𝑉 min 
𝑑 ) + 𝑋𝑟(𝑖)

𝑑 (𝑡) + 𝑉 min 
𝑑 ,                           (4) 

In Eq (4), 𝑋𝑟(𝑖)
𝑑 (𝑡) shows that the 𝑑𝑡ℎ gene of 𝑖𝑡ℎ restorer that has not been upgraded, and the 

maximal and minimal values of 𝑑𝑡ℎ dimension are 𝑉 max 
𝑑  and 𝑉 min 

𝑑  correspondingly. 𝑟3 refers to 

the random value ranging from zero and one. Note that the performance attained by HRO is continuous 

and should be mapped into the solution space of FS using the transfer function applications. The 

sigmoid function is used as a binary map that can be described as follows:  

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑥) =
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑥
,                                                      (5) 

𝑋𝑖
𝑑 = {

1,      𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝑋𝑖
𝑑) > 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑,

0,           𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,
                                        (6) 

The HRO algorithm progresses a fitness function (FF) to achieve an enhanced classifier solution. 

It is used to express the positive integer to state the good efficiency of candidate performance. Here, 

the decreasing classifier errors are assumed as FF, as depicted in Eq (7). 

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑥𝑖) 

=
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠
∗ 100                  (7) 

3.4. Image classification 

The HROADL-BCD model has been applied to the ABiLSTM model for the image classification 
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process. The LSTM-NN is developed, which relies on RNN for resolving the disappearing and explosion 

gradient problems [22]. LSTM could capture the standard features of the input dataset. The above 

problems are efficiently evaded as a parameter of each structure as independent. The internal structure 

of LSTM is made up of a memory cell 𝑐𝑡 , an input gate 𝑖𝑡, forget gate 𝑓𝑡, output gate 0𝑡, and existing 

output ℎ𝑡. The output values of prior unit ℎ𝑡−1, the cell layer of prior unit 𝑐𝑡−1, and the input database 

𝑥𝑖 are exploited as input for existing units. Using the following formula, LSTM is defined: 

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑓ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓)                                                  (8) 

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖)                                                     (9) 

𝑂𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑜ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑜)                                                   (10) 

�̃�𝑡 =  tanh(𝑊𝑐𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑐ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑐)                                              (11) 

𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ �̃�𝑡                                                   (12) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑂𝑡 ⊙ tanh (𝐶)                                                       (13) 

where ⊙ indicates the Hadamard product, 𝑊𝑓, 𝑈𝑓, 𝑊𝑖 , 𝑈𝑖 , 𝑊𝑜, 𝑈𝑜, 𝑊𝑐, and 𝑈𝑐 are the weighted 

matrices, 𝑏𝑓, 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑏𝑜, and 𝑏𝑐 are bias vectors, and 𝜎 and tanh denote the activation functions. The 

formula is given below: 

𝜎(𝑥) =
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥
                                                             (14) 

tanh(𝑥) =
𝑒𝑥 − 𝑒−𝑥

𝑒𝑥 + 𝑒−𝑥
                                                 (15) 

�̂�𝑡+1 = tanh(ℎ𝑡𝑊𝑦 + 𝑏𝑦)                                               (16) 

In Eq (16), 𝑏𝑦 is the bias vector, and 𝑊𝑦 is the weight matrix. 

Accordingly, Graves and Schmidhuber introduced Bi-LSTM that fuses forward and reverse 

LSTM. It has more benefits in terms of prediction since it extracts time series data. 𝑥 is provided as 

the reverse and forward LSTM to attain the output of LSTM. The predicted values can be evaluated 

by Eq (17): 

�̂�𝑡+1 = tanh(ℎ⃗ 𝑡𝑊𝑦 + ℎ⃖⃗𝑡𝑈𝑦 + 𝑏𝑦)                                     (17) 

here, ℎ⃗ 𝑡  and ℎ⃖⃗𝑡  imply the output results of forward as well as reverse LSTM. 𝑊𝑦  and 𝑈𝑦 

denote the weighted matrices and 𝑏𝑦 is a bias vector. 

There are some differences in the importance of time series features. Based on the CNN and 

BiLSTM, we present an attention model for assigning weight to the element in the feature sequence. 

The attention model highlights relevant features, decreases the impact of weakly related features, and 

assists the model in making more accurate evaluations as follows: 

𝐴𝑡𝑡 = ∑𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑓(𝑥𝑖)) ∗ 𝑥𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

                                       (18) 
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In Eq (18), the feature sequence input to the layer of the attention module is 𝑥𝑖, and the weighted 

sum of weight. 

4. Results and discussion 

In this study, the experimental outcome of the HROADL-BCD approach is tested on a dataset 

[23], including 200 samples and 2 classes as denoted in Table 1. 

Table 1. Details on database. 

Class Name No. of Instances 

Cancerous 100 

Healthy 100 

Total No. of Instances 200 

The confusion matrices offered by the HROADL-BCD technique on 70:30 and 80:20 of the 

TRPH/TSPH are illustrated in Figure 3. The outcome indicates the effective recognition of the healthy 

and cancerous samples under each 2 class labels. 

 

Figure 3. Confusion matrices of (a-c) TR phase (TRPH) of 80% and 70%, and (b-d) TS 

phase (TSPH) of 20% and 30%. 
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The bone cancer detection outcomes of the HROADL-BCD technique are examined on 80:20 of 

the TRPH/TSPH as shown in Table 2 and Figure 4. The simulated outcomes pointed out that the 

HROADL-BCD method proficiently classifies every 2 samples. Moreover, based on 80% of the TRPH, 

the HROADL-BCD technique obtains average 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦 , 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛 , 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙 , 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , 𝑀𝐶𝐶 , and 𝐺 −

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 values of 93.75%, 93.75%, 93.75%, 93.75%, 87.50%, and 93.75% respectively. Likewise, 

with 20% of the TSPH, the HROADL-BCD system attains average 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛, 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒, 

𝑀𝐶𝐶 , and 𝐺 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒  values of 97.62%, 97.50%, 97.62%, 97.50%, 95.12%, and 97.53%, 

respectively. 

Table 2. Bone cancer detection outcome of the HROADL-BCD method on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 

Class  𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒚 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑭𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 MCC G-Measure 

TRPH (80%) 

Cancerous 93.67 93.67 93.67 93.67 87.50 93.67 

Healthy 93.83 93.83 93.83 93.83 87.50 93.83 

Average 93.75 93.75 93.75 93.75 87.50 93.75 

TSPH (20%) 

Cancerous 95.24 100.00 95.24 97.56 95.12 97.59 

Healthy 100.00 95.00 100.00 97.44 95.12 97.47 

Average 97.62 97.50 97.62 97.50 95.12 97.53 

 

Figure 4. Average of the HROADL-BCD method on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 

The bone cancer detection examination of the HROADL-BCD method can be investigated at 

70:30 of the TRPH/TSPH as shown in Table 3 and Figure 5. The simulated outcomes denote that the 

HROADL-BCD system categorizes 2 samples efficiently.  
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Table 3. Bone cancer detection outcome of HROADL-BCD method at 70:30 of TRPH/TSPH. 

Class  𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒚 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑭𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 MCC G-Measure 

TRPH (70%) 

Cancerous 93.06 95.71 93.06 94.37 88.61 94.38 

Healthy 95.59 92.86 95.59 94.20 88.61 94.21 

Average 94.32 94.29 94.32 94.28 88.61 94.29 

TSPH (30%) 

Cancerous 96.43 96.43 96.43 96.43 93.30 96.43 

Healthy 96.88 96.88 96.88 96.88 93.30 96.88 

Average 96.65 96.65 96.65 96.65 93.30 96.65 

 

Figure 5. Average of the HROADL-BCD method at 70:30 of TRPH/TSPH. 

Based on 70% of the TRPH, the HROADL-BCD technique gets average 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛, 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙, 

𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒, 𝑀𝐶𝐶, and 𝐺 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 values of 94.32%, 94.29%, 94.32%, 94.28%, 88.61%, and 94.29%, 

respectively. Based on 30% of TSPH, the HROADL-BCD system obtains average 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛, 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙, 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒, 𝑀𝐶𝐶, and 𝐺 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 values of 96.65%, 96.65%, 96.65%, 96.65%, 93.30%, and 

96.65% respectively. 

To calculate the performance of the HROADL-BCD methodology on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH, TR, 

and TS 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦 curves are shown in Figure 6. The TR and TS 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦 curves demonstrate the outcome 

of the HROADL-BCD method over several epochs. The figure offers related details regarding the 

learning task and generalizability of the HROADL-BCD system. The TR and TS 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦 curves are 

enhanced with increasing epoch count. The HROADL-BCD approach gets enriched TS accuracy that 

can identify the patterns in the TR and TS datasets. 
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Figure 6. 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦 curve of HROADL-BCD method on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 

The TR and TS loss values of the HROADL-BCD system on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH over epochs 

are illustrated in Figure 7. The TR loss depicts that the model loss attained decreased over epochs. The 

loss value attained was minimized as the model adapted the weight for diminishing the prediction 

errors for the TR and TS datasets. The loss analysis denotes how well the model fits the TR dataset. 

TR and TS loss is gradually minimized and defined so that the HROADL-BCD system learns the 

pattern exposed in the TR and TS data. The HROADL-BCD method adapts the parameter to reduce 

the variation between the training labels and predictions. 

The PR performance of the HROADL-BCD system on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH is demonstrated by 

plotting precision against recall as described in Figure 8. The outcome inferred that the HROADL-BCD 

method obtains high PR values under 2 classes. The result demonstrates that the model identifies different 

classes. The HROADL-BCD obtains high efficiency in detecting positive instances with reduced false 

positives. 

 

Figure 7. Loss curve of the HROADL-BCD method at 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 
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Figure 8. PR curve of the HROADL-BCD method on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 

The ROC examination offered by the HROADL-BCD method on 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH is 

depicted in Figure 9. The outcome shows valuable insights into the tradeoffs between TPR and FPR 

rates with divergent classifier thresholds and dissimilar epoch count. It presents the correct predicted 

solution of the HROADL-BCD method for the classifier of 2 classes. 

 

Figure 9. ROC curve of HROADL-BCD method at 80:20 of TRPH/TSPH. 

The cancer detection performance of the HROADL-BCD technique is compared with recent 

techniques in Table 4 and Figure 10. The simulated values exhibit that the RF, ResNet50, and 

Inceptionv3 algorithms obtained poorer performance while the SVM, BCDFE-ML, and Efficient-Net 

systems obtained moderately enhanced results. 
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Table 4. Comparative outcome of the HROADL-BCD method with other systems. 

Methods 𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒚 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑭𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 

HROADL-BCD 97.62 97.50 97.62 97.50 

OSADL-BCDC 95.00 95.02 95.00 95.00 

RF  69.05 75.69 79.07 77.71 

SVM  92.59 90.63 93.58 93.13 

BCDFE-ML  92.48 92.70 89.17 93.83 

ResNet50  82.57 81.02 78.92 81.75 

InceptionV3  83.33 81.48 89.74 78.10 

Efficient-Net  85.79 82.28 91.53 83.61 

 

Figure 10. Comparative outcome of the HROADL-BCD method with other techniques. 

The OSADL-BCDC model has shown considerable outcomes. However, the HROADL-BCD 

technique achieves better results with raised 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑦, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑛, 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙, and 𝐹𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 of 97.62%, 97.50%, 

97.62%, and 97.50%, respectively. Therefore, the HROADL-BCD technique exhibits optimal 

performance in the bone cancer detection and classification process. 

5. Conclusions 

In this manuscript, an automated bone cancer detection method called the HROADL-BCD 

technique on X-ray images is presented. The major aim of the HROADL-BCD technique is to inspect 

the X-ray images for bone cancer detection. In the presented HROADL-BCD method, dissimilar 

phases of operations are BF-based noise removal, EfficientNet feature extraction, HROA-based tuning, 

and ABiLSTM-based classification. For hyperparameter tuning of the EfficientNet model, the 

HROADL-BCD technique uses the HROA. The bone cancer detection and classification process are 

performed using the ABiLSTM model. For experimental result analysis of the HROADL-BCD system, 

a wide range of simulations is executed. The extensive outcome inferred the improved outcome of the 
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HROADL-BCD approach concerning various aspects. 
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